EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED. EXACTLY WHAT YOU WANT.

EPIC DELIVERS MODERN STYLE TO OUTFIT A RANGE OF SPACES.

Epic offers a rich, contemporary vibe that seamlessly bridges from private office into semi-private, desking, open plan, and touchdown areas. Epic’s modularity and unique organization tools, such as sliding project shelves and layered work surfaces, offer flexibility to create fresh solutions for your entire organization.

Choose from a multitude of materials, finishes, rim profiles, and pulls to portray the right style for your space. Mix and match finishes to boost your modern appeal. Epic has all of the right parts to design configurations tailor-made for specific work styles and images.
CREATE SPACES THAT SPARK IDEAS AND PORTRAY EXCELLENCE.

Epic pairs stunning wood veneers and durable laminates with a refined footed base detail to address all of your storage and work applications while maintaining a light, airy design. Outfit private offices with essential amenities from multi-storage units to mobile pedestals to wardrobes. Epic’s mix of storage configurations adds to its ability to accommodate such a wide variety of users and styles.
EPIC® CASEGOODS: PORTICO LAMINATE, SOFTENED RIM PROFILE, LEVEL PULLS, FOOTED BASE IN SATIN NICKEL METALLIC.

LAVORO® TASK SEATING: NATIONAL ESSENCE DOVE GREY.

LAVORO® MESH BACK GUEST SEATING: MAHARAM BRINDLE SEAGRASS.

EPIC® OVERHEAD STORAGE CABINET: PORTICO LAMINATE, FROSTED RESIN SLIDING DOORS, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC.

METAL STORAGE CUBBY.

EPIC® OVERHEAD STORAGE CABINET: PORTICO LAMINATE, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC.

EPIC® OVERHEAD STORAGE CABINET: PORTICO LAMINATE, ORGANIZING STACKERS.
COMBINE EPIC WITH EXHIBIT™ TO ADD VERSATILITY.

Expand Epic’s flexibility by transforming walls into useful space, with Exhibit. Worksurfaces and storage components can be attached to our Exhibit wall rail solution, to create a seamless space. Exhibit rails, tack boards, and marker boards can be field scribed to create a custom fit without the custom price. Maximize productivity in workspaces, collaboration areas, meeting rooms, and more by incorporating Epic with Exhibit.

EPIC® CASEGOODS MACHA AND DESIGNER WHITE LAMINATES; SOFTENED RIM PROFILE; WATERFALL PULLS; FOOTED BASE IN PLATINUM METALLIC
EXHIBIT™ WALL RAIL SOLUTION; PLATINUM METALLIC WALL RAILS; NATIONAL PACT DOVE TACK BOARD INSERTS; PLATINUM METALLIC SLAT INSERTS
UNIVERSAL ORGANIZING STACKERS DESIGNER WHITE
UNIVERSAL WORK TOOLS PLATINUM METALLIC
LAVORO® TASK SEATING NATURAL; DESIGNER WHITE
EPIC® TABLE PLATINUM METALLIC
LAVORO® GUEST SEATING MAHARAY MATCHING
EPIC® METAL STORAGE CUBBIES PLATINUM METALLIC
AURORA® EXECUTIVE/CONFERENCE SEATING MAHARAY NATURAL

EPIC® CASEGOODS ADORN AND CLOUD LAMINATES; SOFTENED RIM PROFILE; FROSTED RESIN SLIDING DOORS; WATERFALL PULLS; FOOTED BASE IN PLATINUM METALLIC
EPIC® METAL STORAGE CUBBIES PLATINUM METALLIC
EXHIBIT™ WALL RAIL SOLUTION; PLATINUM METALLIC WALL RAILS; REPETITION WHITE TACK BOARD INSERTS; PLATINUM METALLIC SLAT WALL INSERTS
UNIVERSAL MONITOR ARM PLATINUM METALLIC
AURORA® EXECUTIVE/CONFERENCE SEATING MAHARAY WATERBORN 783
Epicenter uniquely solves the need for power and data to be at worksurface height, and adds a bit of privacy. Combined with Epic storage and worksurfaces, Epicenter brings functionality, flexibility, and connectivity to the workspace. Epicenter brings power and data within easy reach, adds the ability to incorporate work tools, and creates personal space.
OPENNESS THAT PROMOTES TEAM AND PERSONAL SPACE.

In open plan concepts, Epic not only offers power and data accessibility and the ability to create personal space, its layered surfaces, open support bases, and lower horizontal profile allow natural light and its many benefits to saturate the work space. Seated height storage is available in shared or single sided options and sits on worksurfaces or straddles Epicenter to put everything within reach.
OUTFIT UNIQUE SPACES WITH FUNCTIONALITY AND COMFORT.

With the flexibility of modular components, Epic not only offers style, it delivers a variety of configurations to outfit nearly any space. From open plan, touchdown areas to shared workstations, Epic’s workurface and storage offering easily provides the elements needed to accommodate all applications. This range of options, paired with cushions, wedges, or pull-up tables, give Epic a spectrum of solutions.
EPIC® STORAGE DESIGNED WHITE LAMINATE, SOFTENED RIM PROFILE, HORIZON PULLS, FOOTED BASE IN SATIN NICKEL METALLIC.

UNIVERSAL CUSHIONS, MAHARAM BLOCK FOAMED.

EXHIBIT™ WALL RAILS, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC RAILS, NATIONAL DUNE DRIFT, SICA BOARD INSERTS.

DITTO™ STOOLS, WHITE.

EPIC® STORAGE AUTUMN FINISH, WATERFALL PULLS, FOOTED BASE IN PLATINUM METALLIC BASE.
EPIC’S TABLE SOLUTIONS EXTEND ITS FLEXIBILITY.

Whether you need to outfit a large conference room, or a smaller meeting space, Epic offers table solutions that accommodate. With the same refined footed base detail as the desk and storage units, transition beautifully between work zones and meeting areas. This table collection spans a range of sizes, materials, and shapes to provide surfaces where people gather, collaborate, and learn.